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Abstract 

Increasing process variations and sensitivity to operating 
conditions are making the design of traditional synchronous 
circuits a challenging task. Correct operation of these 
circuits relies on timing margins, which have an undesirably 
high cost in performance and power. One approach to 
mitigate this cost that is gaining substantial interest is the 
use of timing resilient microarchitectures that utilize error 
detecting sequential circuits. We evaluate the sensitivity of 
the transition detector with time borrowing error detecting 
latch to timing violations, including violations caused by 
glitches. Results show that the classic design is more 
constrained than previously believed and does not guarantee 
safe operation, i.e. does not guarantee that all timing 
violations will be captured. To overcome this limitation, we 
propose transistor level optimizations that enable safe 
operation, guaranteeing that all timing violations are 
captured, for a cost of 3 extra transistors, 30% in leakage 
power and 8% in energy.1 
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1. Introduction and Motivation 
As silicon technologies scale into ultra-deep submicron 

nodes, process, voltage and temperature (PVT) variations 
play a crucial role in integrated circuits (ICs) design [1]. 
Pro-cess variations can occur across regions of the same die, 
from die to die and from wafer to wafer. Even if two transis-
tors had precisely the same characteristics after fabrication, 
these characteristics would diverge over their life span be-
cause they may not have the same switching activity and 
will suffer differently from effects like aging [2]. Moreover, 
variations on the operating conditions of these devices result 
in substantial variation in their electrical characteristics [3]. 
In other words, delay and power variations are inevitable 
and increasingly problematic in semiconductors. To cope 
with such phenomena, contemporary clocked designs 
require delay margins. However, this compromises 
operating frequency, due to margins required to meet timing 
constraints under PVT, and energy efficiency, due to higher 
voltages being used to ensure timing closure [4].  

Various approaches have been proposed to date for alle-
viating these problems, such as the addition of on-die 
voltage and temperature sensors and adaptive circuit 
techniques, but these solutions still rely on additional timing 
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guard bands [5]. A more promising approach to mitigating 
the guard bands is to use error detection sequential circuits 
(EDSs). These circuits allow resilient architectures [5] to 
operate at frequencies higher than those restricted by 
combinational path worst-case delays, by monitoring timing 
faults, also called errors. When timing faults are detected, 
they must be corrected, incurring extra clock cycle penalties. 
Subsequently, there is a tradeoff between the gains in 
performance and the increases in error rate when defining 
the operating frequency of circuits based on EDSs. This 
technique is gaining attention and various works report 
different approaches for designing EDSs and their benefits, 
including improving performance and increasing yield [4]-
[13].  

Of the EDS circuits published thus far, the transition de-
tector with time borrowing (TDTB) error detecting latch 
(EDL), proposed by Bowman et al. in [5] is one we consider 
to be particularly interesting. For instance, these authors 
showed that the TDTB provides the best energy efficiency 
among several related circuit options. More importantly, the 
TDTB stands out by easing the task of dealing with 
metastability, which can be tricky in contemporary 
technologies, by preventing possible metastable signals from 
propagating through the datapath. Instead, these signals 
propagate to the control block, where they can be more 
easily handled. As far as we could verify, other than the 
seminal work presented in [5], only two works, [8] and [9], 
are available in literature that address the usage and design 
of TDTBs. However, none of these evaluated the sensitivity 
of the circuit to glitches, which we believe can jeopardize 
circuit functionality if not detected and signaled as errors.  

In this article, we explore hazardous scenarios for the 
TDTB, employ an analytical model to explore its behavior 
for different timing violations, including glitches, and 
quantify its sensitivity to such effects. Accordingly, we 
discuss how designing a TDTB that ensures safe operation is 
not a straightforward task and propose optimizations, 
providing a guideline for TDTB designers. These 
optimizations rely on both transistor sizing and classic 
asynchronous design tech-niques that have long been 
employed by quasi-delay-insensitive designers. The 
optimized versions allow more relaxed design and ensure 
that all timing violations are cap-tured. The cost for that is a 
30% increase in leakage, 8% in energy per operation and 3 
extra transistors. 

2. TDTB State-of-the-Art 
Bowman et al. proposed a new EDS called TDTB [5], 

which schematic is shown in Figure 1(a). They compare the 
TDTB with other EDSs through a test-chip in a 65nm 
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CMOS technology and report that this is 
efficient design. Also, they report that anoth
the TDTB is that it enables removing metast
data path, moving it to the control path (m
the error signal E) where it can be more eas
characteristic makes the TDTB more intere
EDSs for contemporary applications, as me
an increasingly important role in IC design
composed of a latch, a transition detector (
error latch (EL) (2), equivalent to the asymm
shown in Figure 2 [14]. 

Figure 1(b) shows a timing diagram of t
normal operation. When Clk is high, the latc
and the logic value of D is copied to Q, as 
tions D0 and D1. Whenever input D switche
generates a pulse on X due to the delay betw
puts; see transitions E0 and E1. This delay
delay element between D and dl and is refe
this text as Δ. If the pulse in X occurs wh
opaque, it does not affect the error signal, E
E0. Therefore, D must be stable before Clk
must remain stable throughout the high pha
ever, if a transition on D (and subsequently
occurs while the latch is transparent, this rep
violation that must be detected by the TD (
EL (2); see transition E1. Accordingly, the 
on X is stored in the EL throughout the hig
due to the memory scheme created by tra
and MP2-3. This error must be treated by 
before the latch becomes opaque, as E will re
falling edge of Clk; see transition E2. 

 
(a) (

Figure 1: TDTB (a) schematic; (b) waveform

Figure 2: Semi-static asymmetric C-element
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is no analysis or 

optimization of the TDTB circuit
particular relevance appears in [9
propose a modification in the TDT
tion. The authors begin their disc
concerns about the design of T
dimensioning the transistors of the
the inverters loop that keeps node
enough so that pulses in X can swi
the correct behavior of this mecha
by effects such as PVT variatio
makes it inadequate for subthresh
this problem the authors propose a
for opening the feedback loop wh
when the circuit is monitoring tim
back is that, by using such a mecha
TDTB relies on internal capacit
dynamic gate. This characteristic 
design and definition of constraint
PVT variations and other electrical

3. Problem Statement 
Recalling Figure 1(a) and (b), ti

erate a pulse in X, and this pulse 
signal an error in E. The width of
adjusted by tuning Δ, where the bi
ger the pulse in X will be. Howe
val-id for the cases where transitio
Δ apart. Scenarios where the timing
that is faster than Δ have not been 
we believe they are a potential sour
correct operation of TDTB-based c
ise that the error signal guarantees 
exceed the max_delay constraints, 
the latch setup constraints. How
propagates through the TDTB latc
signaled by E, it can exceed the spe
jeopardizing the functionality of 
undesirable metastability to be inje

Assuming that a glitch with wid
the TDTB is monitoring errors, w
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by DG – Δ are generated in X; (ii) 
width 2Δ is generated in X; (iii) if 
width DG separated by Δ – D
Consider-ing scenarios (i) and (ii
minimum pulse that the EL can s
always be generated for glitches un
is because the propagated pulses fo
be Δ and 2Δ, respectively. In this c
to be sufficiently sensitive becau
However, to guarantee that an err
scenario (iii), the EL must reliab
DG. This is a more challenging t
can be generated by different sour
than 1 gate delay as discussed 
narrow, these pulses are still h
captured by the EDL, as they ca
datapath latch as timing violatio
design, the TD+EL, the block co
must be at least as sensitive to g

t itself. Another work of 
]. There, Turnquist et al. 

TB for subthreshold opera-
cussion raising important 

TDTBs. They show that 
e EL is a complex task, as 
e n1 stable must be weak 
itch its state. Furthermore, 
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ons and crosstalk, which 
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ming violations. The draw-
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ever, this analysis is only 
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covers scenarios (i)-(iii) and guarantees th
propagates from D to Q will generate a pul
EL is able to detect and switch E to 1. 

To verify the robustness of the TDTB 
work proposed by Gili et al. in [17], an ana
of modeling the glitch sensitivity of comb
The model relies on fitting simulation data o
simulation of the circuits under evaluatio
three-dimensional surface. Additionally, the
V0 as the pulse height at the input of a CU
pulse width such that Vout, the height of the
at the output of the CUE, is equal to Vdd/2
V0 rep-resents the switching threshold of 
minimum height for an input pulse width tha
in the output. In [17], the authors define V0 a   1  

where α is a curve-fit parameter and tw
pulse width. td and VDC are the propaga
switching threshold, respectively, and
simulation. 

Because we are primarily concerned with
switching threshold of CUEs, we focus on 
our CUEs, V0 quantifies the minimum p
height combination that causes the propaga
violation to the datapath for the latch an
flagging an error in E for the TD+EL. The d
VDC cannot be easily determined with a
accuracy for the TD+EL because a DC an
capture the sequential behavior of the TD
Therefore, we introduce β to replace VDC
curve-fitting algorithm to determine this val
simulation data. Accordingly, we define V0′ 

′ 1  

To collect data, we designed a TDTB ta
bulk CMOS technology using conventiona
core library and a C-element from the ASCE
We then analyzed the sensitivity of the latch 
to timing violations on D. For the latter we im
versions, with Δ delays of 4 and 6 inverters (
that preliminary simulation showed that sm
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the pulse height and width. 
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of the behavior for the evaluated circuits
precision of curve fitting. We simulated a
each circuit using Cadence Spectre and mea
and width of the glitch generated by the

hat a glitch that 
lse in X that the 
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Observing Figure 4, the most se
curve as close to the (0, 0) 
indicating that it responds to input 
heights and widths. Additionally, 
useful for timing violations cau
transitions will also generate a puls
of the EL will determine its cap
violation. As Figure 4 shows, the 
suited for safe operation, as its sen
of the latch. The 4I TD+EL, on
captures small glitches, but prese
wide glitches as the latch. As di
propagated through combinational
widths and heights. Therefore, the
that the classic TDTB does not gua
some glitches could be propagated 
generating an error signal. 

Figure 3: Simulation environment 

Figure 4: V0′for TDTB. 

4. TDTB Optimization 
In view of the problem describ

pose two optimizations for the T
optimization of the XOR in the T
generated in X; and (ii) the use of 
mentation for ELs. Throughout this
optimized XOR TD (OX-TD) and
EL). Recalling Figure 1(a), the XO
that feed the EL whenever D sw
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way, it is desirable that the XOR
response to transitions in D; (
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d through the CUE. Curve 
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tion and fitting (2), we 
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this analysis is not only 

used by glitches, as full 
se in X and the sensitivity 
pability of capturing the 
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n the other hand, safely 
ents similar sensitivity to 
iscussed in [16], glitches 
l logic can have different 
e obtained results indicate 
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to an AOI22 gate. We chose this topology in
transistor logic-based gate to avoid charge 
which could compromise glitch sensitivi
particular design was available in our libra
described herein can be applied to other topo

Figure 5: XOR circuit schematic. 
In our design, D was connected to inpu

(see Figure 5) because this is the most re
which is in agreement with item (1) of the T
Furthermore, we modified the width of trans
to make the gate even more responsive to t
Note that a tradeoff exists in setting the tran
as a wider gate increases the driving stren
creases its input capacitance, which makes it
to glitches. Accordingly, we employed SPIC
widths and defined these as the largest size 
capacitance became dominant. The same ap
plied to transistor N1. These optimization
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to-high output transition arcs were sped 
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V0′ as a function of twin. As Figure 6 show
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sensitivity, this circuit is respectively 33% 
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and X switches to 1, n1 is discharged through MN0 and 
MN1, switching the error signal E to 1. Note that in this case 
conflict is also avoided, because as soon as X switches to 1, 
MP5 is turned off, disconnecting the feedback path. This 
technique is common in asynchronous designs and is well 
known to provide improvements in operating speed, leakage 
power and energy [18].  

Using an S-EL, we designed an optimized OX-TD+EL 
designated as the SOX-TD+EL. For this circuit, the glitch 
sensitivity model generated α=0.3499 and β=0.2485 with 
td=77.9ps and R2=0.9982. V0′ as a function of twin for this 
circuit is also plotted in Figure 6. As the chart shows, it 
provides even better sensitivity than the OX-TD-EL, 37.6% 
and 30.3% higher than the latch at twin of 50ps and 100ps, 
respectively. Moreover, it enables modest reductions on 
power and energy overheads. Accordingly a SOX-TDTB 
presents a leakage power of 0.236µW (an overhead of 30% 
over the original design) and 20fJ for energy per operation 
(an overhead of 8% over the original design), at the cost of 3 
extra transistors. 

5. Conclusions 
This work addressed the sensitivity of the TDTB EDL to 

timing violations, including those caused by glitches. Our 
analysis shows that the classic implementation is not suffi-
cient for ensuring safe operation. It allows the propagation 
of undetected errors in the datapath, possibly leading to 
metastable states. In order to overcome this problem, we 
proposed two optimizations: OX-TDTB and SOX-TDTB. 
The optimized circuits are able to detect all violations that 
could be propagated by the latch into the datapath, ensuring 
safe operation, at the cost of 30% increase in leakage, 8% in 
en-ergy per operation and 3 extra transistors 
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